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Abstract. Authentication plays an important role in an open network environment in order to authenticate two communication parties among each other. Authentication protocols should protect the sensitive information against a malicious adversary by providing a variety of services, such as authentication, user
credentials’ privacy, user revocation and re-registration, when the smart card is
lost/stolen or the private key of a user or a server is revealed. Unfortunately,
most of the existing multi-server authentication schemes proposed in the literature do not support the fundamental security property such as the revocation and
re-registration with same identity. Recently, in 2014, He and Wang proposed a
robust and efficient multi-server authentication scheme using biometrics-based
smart card and elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). In this paper, we analyze the
He-Wang’s scheme and show that He-Wang’s scheme is vulnerable to a known
session-specific temporary information attack and impersonation attack. In addition, we show that their scheme does not provide strong user’s anonymity. Furthermore, He-Wang’s scheme cannot support the revocation and re-registration
property. Apart from these, He-Wang’s scheme has some design flaws, such as
wrong password login and its consequences, and wrong password update during
password change phase.
Keywords: Security, Credentials privacy, Smart card, Revocation and re-registration,
Authentication.
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Introduction

With the rapid development of the wireless communication networks and e-commerce
applications, such as e-banking and transaction-oriented services [1], there is a growing
demand to protect the user credentials’ privacy and provide a variety of services. In
the recent couple of decades, more and more transactions for the mobile devices have
been implemented on the Internet or wireless networks due to the portability property

of mobile devices, such as laptops, smart cards and smart phones [2]. Thus, the authentication protocols become the trusted components in a communication system in order
to protect the sensitive information against a malicious adversary, by means of providing confidentiality as well as authentication. We consider the following two real-life
scenarios for the smart card based authentication schemes in which the registered users
may revoke and re-register with the same identity:

– when unexpectedly the secret token of a legal user is revealed [3].
– if the smart card of a legal user is stolen or lost [4].
Hence, the authentication schemes must support the user revocation [5] and re-registration
with the same identity [6]. The user revocation and re-registration with the same identity may cause the user impersonation attack, when an authentication scheme distributes
the static secret tokens [7], [8]. Therefore, designing an efficient approach to tackle the
problem of user revocation while supporting a strong user untraceability becomes a
challenging problem [9]. As a result, the user revocation and re-registration with the
same identity is identified as a fundamental security functionality for the smart cardbased authentication schemes.
After conception of Lamport’s seminal authentication scheme in 1981 [26], several
two-party authentication schemes have been proposed in the literature (for example,
[1],[4]-[9]). In a single-server environment, a user needs to register with each server
separately. However, it is impossible to apply two-party authentication methods in a
single server environment directly to a multi- server environment. To handle this problem, several multi-server authentication schemes [27]-[39] have been proposed in the
literature. Yoon and Yoo [40] proposed a multi-server authentication scheme using the
biometrics-based smart card and ECC. However, Kim et al. [41] pointed out that if the
smart card is lost, Yoon-Yoo’s scheme cannot prevent the offline password guessing
attack. Further, they proposed an enhanced scheme in order to withstand the security
flaw found in Yoon-Yoo’s scheme. Later, He [42] proved that Yoon-Yoo’s scheme is
also insecure against the privileged insider attack and impersonation attack. He [42]
showed that their proposed attacks are also valid for Kim et al.’s scheme. Recently, He
and Wang [11] proposed a robust biometrics-based authentication scheme for multiserver environment in order to withstand these security issues, and claimed that their
scheme is secure against all possible known attacks. However, in this paper, we show
that He-Wang’s scheme fails to prevent known session temporary information attack,
and as a result, their scheme cannot prevent the reply attack and impersonation attack.
In addition, we show that their scheme cannot provide the strong users’ anonymity.
The rest of the paper is sketched as follows. In Section 2, we briefly discuss some
mathematical preliminaries to review and analyze He-Wang’s scheme [11]. We then
review the recently proposed He-Wang’s scheme in Section 3. In Section 4, we show
that He-Wang’s scheme is vulnerable to various attacks. We also point out some design flaws of He-Wang’s scheme in this section. Finally, we conclude the paper in last
section.

2

Mathematical preliminaries

In this section, we briefly discuss the following mathematical preliminaries to review
and analyze He-Wang’s scheme [11].
2.1

Elliptic curve over a prime field GF (p)

A non-singular elliptic curve y 2 = x3 + ax + b over the finite field GF (p) is the set
Ep of solutions (x, y) ∈ Zp × Zp to the congruence y 2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p), where
a, b ∈ Zp are constants such that 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 (mod p), together with a special
point O called the point at infinity or zero point, Zp = {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} and p > 3
be a prime. The set of elliptic curve points Ep forms an abelian group under addition
modulo p operation [45].
Let G be the base point on Ep (a, b), whose order be n, that is, nG = G + G + . . . +
G(n times) = O. Assume that P = (xP , yP ) and Q = (xQ , yQ ) are two points on
elliptic curve y 2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p). Then R = (xR , yR ) = P + Q is computed
as follows [45]:
xR = (δ 2 − xP − xQ )(mod p),
yR = (δ(xP − xR ) − yP )(mod p),
( yQ −yP
xQ −xP (mod p), if P 6= Q
where δ = 3x
2
P +a
(mod p), if P = Q.
2yP
In elliptic curve cryptography, multiplication is defined as the repeated additions.
For example, if P ∈ Ep (a, b), then 4P is computed as 4P = P + P + P + P ( mod p).
Definition 1 (Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP)). Computing Q =
kP is relatively easy for given k ∈ Zp and P ∈ G. However, given P and Q, it is
computationally hard to compute the scalar k such that Q = kP .
Definition 2 (Computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CDHP)). Given P, xP, yP ∈
G, it is computationally hard to compute xyP ∈ G without the knowledge of x ∈ Zp∗
or y ∈ Zp∗ , where Zp∗ = {a|0 < a < p, gcd(a, p) = 1} = {1, 2, 3, . . . , p − 1}.
Definition 3 (Collision-resistant one-way hash function). A collision-resistant oneway hash function H : X → Y , where X = {0, 1}∗ and Y = {0, 1}n , is considered
as a deterministic algorithm that takes an input as an arbitrary length binary string
x ∈ {0, 1}∗ and outputs a binary string y ∈ {0, 1}n of fixed-length n [42], [43]. If
HASH
AdvA
(t) is an adversary (attacker) A’s advantage in finding collision, we then
have
HASH
AdvA
(t) = P r[(x, x0 ) ⇐R A : x 6= x0 and H(x) = H(x0 )],

where P r[E] denotes the probability of a random event E, and (x, x0 ) ⇐R A denotes
the pair (x, x0 ) is selected randomly by A. In this case, the adversary A is allowed
to be probabilistic and the probability in the advantage is computed over the random
choices made by the adversary A with the execution time t. A hash function H(·) is
HASH
called collision-resistant, if AdvA
(t) ≤ , for any sufficiently small  > 0.

2.2

Biometrics and fuzzy extractor

A fuzzy extractor (Υ, m, l, t, ) extracts a nearly random string σ from its biometric
characteristic input ω in an error-tolerant way [22]. If an input changes but it remains
close to ω, then the extracted σ remains the same. To assist in recovering σ from the
biometric characteristic input ω 0 , a fuzzy extractor outputs an auxiliary string θ. However, σ remains uniformly random for a given θ. The fuzzy extractor is given by the
following two procedures, called Gen and Rep:
– Gen is a probabilistic generation procedure, which on (biometric characteristic)
input ω ∈ Υ , outputs an extracted string σ ∈ {0, 1}l and auxiliary string θ. For any
distribution W on metric space Υ of mini-entropy m, if hσ, θi ← Gen(W ), the
static distance SD(hσ, θi, hUl , θi) ≤ , where Ul denotes the uniform distribution
on l-bit binary strings.
– Rep is a deterministic reproduction procedure that allows to recover σ from the
corresponding auxiliary string θ and any vector ω 0 close to ω. For all ω, ω 0 ∈ Υ
satisfying dis(ω, ω 0 ) ≤ t, if hσ, θi ← Gen(W ), then Rep(ω 0 , θ) = σ.
The uniqueness property of a biometric allows its applications in authentication protocols. As compared to the low-entropy password, the biometric keys has more advantages [12]-[14] such as biometric keys cannot be lost or forgotten, hard to forge or
distribute, difficult to copy or share, and as a result, guessing the biometric keys is a
hard problem.

3

Review of He-Wang’s scheme

In this section, we review the recently proposed He-Wang’s scheme [11]. For the convenience, in this paper we use the notations listed in Table 1.
3.1

Registration phase

This phase consists of the server registration phase and the user registration phase.
Server registration phase In this phase, server Sj chooses its identity SIDj and
sends it to RC via a secure channel. Upon receiving the request, RC computes kj =
H(SIDj ||k) and then sends it to Sj via a secure channel. After receiving kj from RC,
Sj keeps it secret.
User registration phase In this phase, Ui sends a request and obtains the smart-card
SCi with authentication parameter as follows:
Step R1. Ui chooses his/her identity IDi , password pwi and imprints his personal biometric impression Bi at the sensor. Then Ui computes (σi , θi ) = Gen(Bi ) and
sends the registration request Reg = {IDi , H(pwi ||σi )} to RC via a secure channel.

Table 1. Notations used in this paper
Symbol
RC
k
Ppub
Sj
SIDj
kj
Ui
IDi and pwi
ki
SCi
Ω
Ek (·)/Dk (·)
H(·)
n, p
Fp
Ep
G
P
M1 ||M2
M1 ⊕ M2
X → Y : hM i

Description
The registration center
The secret of RC
The public key of RC, where Ppub = kP
The j th server
Identity of server Sj
Private key of Sj
The ith user
Identity and password of Ui
Authentication factor of Ui
Smart card of the user Ui
Symmetric-key cryptography
Symmetric enc/decryption with key k
A secure one-way hash function
Two sufficiently large prime number
A finite field of order p
A non-super singular elliptic curve over a field Fp
The additive group consisting of points on E
A generator of G with order n
Data M1 concatenates with data M2
XOR operation of M1 and M2
X sends message M to Y

Step R2. After receiving the registration request Reg from Ui , RC computes ki =
H(IDi ||k), zi = ki ⊕ H(pwi ||σi ) and stores zi into a smart-card SCi . Finally, RC
issues SCi to Ui face to face.
Step R3. After receiving SCi , Ui stores θi in it.
3.2

Authentication and key establishment phase

In this phase, Ui and Sj mutually authenticate each other and establish the session key
as follows:
Step A1. Ui inserts SCi into a card reader and inputs pwi , IDi and imprints personal
biometrics Bi0 at the sensor. Ui then generates a random number x ∈ Zn∗ and
computes Rep(Bi0 , θi ) = σi , ki = zi ⊕ H(pwi ||σi ), X = xP , K1 = xPpub ,
CIDi = IDi ⊕ H(K1 ), and h1 = H(IDi ||SIDj ||ki ||X||K1 ). Finally, Ui sends
the message M1 = {CIDi , X, h1 } to Sj via a public channel.
Step A2. After receiving message M1 , Sj randomly chooses y ∈ Zn∗ and computes
Y = yP , K2 = yPpub , h2 = H(CIDi ||X||h1 ||SIDj ||kj ||Y ||K2 ), and CSIDj =
SIDj ⊕H(K2 ). Finally, Sj sends the message M2 = {CIDi , X, h1 , CSIDj , Y, h2 }
to RC via a public channel.
Step A3. Upon receiving M2 from Sj , RC computes K3 = kY (= K2 ), SIDj =
CSIDj ⊕H(K2 ), and kj = H(SIDj ||k). Then RC checks whether h2 = H(CIDi
||X||h1 ||SIDj || kj ||Y ||K3 ) holds or not. If it dose not hold, the RC terminates the

session. Otherwise, RC computes K4 = kX (= K1 ), IDi = CIDi ⊕ H(K4 ),
and ki = H(IDi ||k). RC then checks whether h1 = H(IDi ||SIDj || ki ||X||K4 )
holds or not. If it does not hold, it terminates the session. Otherwise, RC computes T IDi = IDi ⊕ H(Y ||K3 ||kj ), h3 = H(IDi || T IDi ||X||SIDj ||Y ||kj ),
T SIDj = SIDj ⊕ H(X||K4 ||ki ), and h4 = H(IDi ||X||K4 ||SIDj ||Y ||ki ). Finally, RC sends the message M3 = {T IDi , h3 , T SIDj , h4 } to Sj via a public
channel.
Step A4. After receiving M3 from RC, Sj computes IDi = T IDi ⊕ H(Y ||K2 ||kj )
and checks whether IDi is valid or not. If it is not valid, Sj terminates the session.
Otherwise, Sj checks whether the condition h3 = H(IDi ||T IDi ||X||SIDj ||Y ||kj )
holds or not. If it does not hold, Sj terminates the session. Otherwise, Sj computes
the session key SK = yX = xyP and h5 = H(IDi ||SIDj ||X||Y ||SK||h4 ).
Finally, Sj sends M4 = {T SIDj , Y, h4 , h5 } to Ui via a public channel.
Step A5. Upon receiving M4 from Sj , Ui computes SIDj = T SIDj ⊕H(X||K1 ||ki )
and then checks whether h4 = H(IDi ||X||K4 ||SIDj ||Y ||ki ) holds or not. If
it does not hold, Ui stops the session. Otherwise, Ui computes the session key
SK = xY = xyP , and checks whether h5 = H(IDi ||SIDj ||X||Y ||SK||h4 )
holds or not. If it does not hold, Ui terminates the session. Otherwise, Ui computes
h6 = H(SIDj ||IDi ||X||Y ||SK||h4 ) and sends M5 = {h6 } to Sj .
Step A6. After receiving M5 from Ui , Sj checks whether the condition h6 = H(SIDj
||IDi ||X||Y ||SK||h4 ) holds or not. If it holds true, Sj confirms that Ui is legitimate. Otherwise, Sj stops the session immediately.
3.3

Password change phase

In this phase, Ui changes his/her password as follows:
Step P1. Ui inserts SCi into a card reader and inputs pwi , IDi and imprints personal
biometrics Bi0 at the sensor. Ui also inputs the new password pwinew .
Step P2. SCi then computes Rep(Bi0 , θi ) = σi , ki = zi ⊕ H(pwi ||σi ), and zinew =
ki ⊕ H(pwinew ||σi ). Finally, SCi replaces zi with zinew .

4

Cryptanalysis on He-Wang’s scheme

In this section, we show that He-Wang’s scheme [11] is vulnerable to various wellknown attacks, which are outlined in the following subsections.
4.1

Known session-specific temporary information attack

According to [16]-[20], all the session keys must be secured even if the session random numbers of the user are compromised to an adversary A. Assume that the session
random number x chosen by Ui is unexpectedly revealed to an attacker A. Then, HeWang’s scheme has the following drawback:
– Since Ui and Sj computes a session key SK as SK = xY = xyP , an attacker A
can compute the session key SK using known session random number x.

– Adversary A intercepts the message M1 = {CIDi , X, h1 } sent to the server Sj (in
Step A1 of the authentication and key establishment phase), and checks whether xP
matches with X. If it matches, A confirms that x corresponds to M1 and computes
K1 and IDi as K1 = xPpub and IDi = CIDi ⊕ H(K1 ) (this may cause user
anonymity violation). The adversary A sends reply message M1 to Sj without any
modifications. In this case, neither Sj nor RC can identify the message M1 as a
replied one. From the message M4 = {T SIDj , Y, h4 , h5 }, the adversary A knows
Y and h4 , and he/she can compute SK as SK = xY using x and then compute
the valid h6 = H(SIDj ||IDi ||X||Y ||SK||h4 ) for Sj without knowledge of Ui ’s
authentication parameter ki . As a result, A can successfully impersonate the legal
user Ui .
– One more drawback is that RC cannot identify the user Ui and the server Sj separately when they want to establish the session key. In this case, a legal server Sj
may act as legal user [10] and enjoy the services from the other servers Sl ’s.
4.2

Impersonation attack

In He-Wang’s scheme [11], during the registration phase of a user Ui , the registration
center RC computes the authentication parameter ki of Ui using the identity IDi of
Ui and secret key k of RC as ki = H(IDi ||k). Clearly, the authentication parameter
is static and the registration phase has no ability to detect re-registration with old identity. Thus, the user Ui can not re-register with the same identity IDi in future for the
following two genuine cases:
– when Ui ’s smart-card SCi is lost/stolen, and
– unexpectedly Ui ’s authentication parameter ki is revealed.
Hence, an adversary A can easily obtain the authentication parameter by performing
re-registration with the legal user Ui ’s identity IDi because RC does not maintain any
user identity information table. Moreover, the servers’ authentication parameter are also
static and RC does not maintain any identity information of the servers. Therefore, the
second case is also applicable to the servers. As a result, an attacker A can obtain the
authentication parameter of a legal user (or a server), and then successfully impersonate the user (or a server). Moreover, the server is a semi-trusted party and He-Wang’s
authentication scheme cannot protect the user’s identity from the server. It also causes
the user’s anonymity violation. As a result, He-Wang’s scheme fails to protect user impersonation attack.
4.3

Wrong password login and its consequences

According to Khan and Kumari [8], during the authentication and key establishment
phase if a legal user Ui enters his/her wrong password, the authentication test will fail
and then it causes denial of service to the legal user Ui . In the login phase of HeWang’s [11] scheme, the smart cart SCi sends the message M1 without verifying the
correctness of the user Ui ’s credentials IDi , pwi and biometrics Bi0 . Even if Ui mistakenly enters his/her wrong password, say pwi0 (pwi0 6= pwi ), then SCi still computes

ki0 = zi ⊕ H(pwi0 ||σi ) instead of ki = zi ⊕ H(pwi ||σi ). In this case, Ui will send a
wrong login request message M10 instead of valid message M1 . Thus, the authentication test fails and as a result, He-Wang’s scheme [11] falls under the denial-of-service
(DoS) to the legal user Ui , which must not happen in sensitive applications. Moreover,
an adversary can create denial of service problem by keep on sending the login request
message using the legal user Ui ’s smart-card SCi and wrong credentials.
4.4

Drawback in password change phase

In the password change phase of He-Wang’s [11] scheme, a legal user Ui inputs IDi ,
old password pwiold , biometrics Bi∗ and new password pwinew into the smart card SCi .
As discussed in Section 4.3, even if Ui enters his/her wrong password pwi0 instead of
old correct password pwiold (pwi0 6= pwiold ), SCi still computes ri0 = zi ⊕ H(pwi0
||σi ) and updates zi with zi0 = ri0 ⊕ H(pwinew ||σi ), where ri0 6= ri , using the wrong
computed ri0 without verifying the validity of old password pwiold . After updating SCi
with wrong password entry, Ui will never pass the authentication test and the repetition
of authentication may cause prolonged/permanent failures to login. As a result, the
wrong password update may also cause the denial-of-service to the legal users in such
a specific case.
4.5

No provision for revocation and re-registration

In order to provide the strong security to the user, revocation of lost/stolen smartcard is one of the fundamental security requirement of smart-card based authentication schemes. If a legal user Ui ’s smart-card SCi is lost or stolen, there must be some
mechanism to prevent the misuse of lost/stolen smart-card SCi . Otherwise, an adversary A can impersonate the legal user Ui as the registration phase has no ability to
detect the re-registration with old identity. To cope with this problem, the smart-card
based authentication schemes need to store the identity information table in the RC’s
database, based on which the invalid smart-card will be detected [3]-[9]. However, most
of the existing multi-server authentication schemes including the He-Wang’s scheme do
not consider the fundamental security feature for revocation and re-registration in their
schemes in the multi-server environment.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have first reviewed the recently proposed He-Wang’s scheme. We
have then showed that their scheme is vulnerable to the known session-specific temporary information attack and user impersonation attack. Further, their scheme cannot
provide strong user’s anonymity property. Also, we have demonstrated the drawbacks
in He-Wang’s scheme when distributing the static authentication parameters and wrong
password entry. In future, we aim to design a novel and more secure multi-server authentication protocol using biometric-based smart card and ECC in order to withstand
the security flaws found in He-Wang’s scheme.
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